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Wmg Spar Joint <and the Ratlo between 0.1% Proof' 

and Ultimate Tensile Strengths of the Material 

VJ.A.P. Fisher, E.A., A.M.1.Meoh.E. 

. 

Axial fatigue tests mere made on a serws of specimens representing 

the Viking outer wing spar Jomt. Signifuxmt correlatmn was found be- 

tween low !?roof/U.T.S. ratios of the material and high endurance of the 

Joint. 

Tests on Dove boom rescaroh speomens induznte that this correlatmn 

is not peculxar to the Vikmg joint and the results are in agreement with 

theoretical and experimental work published by K Gum. 
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1 Intr0awt1cm 

Seventeen specimens representing an early design of outer wing 
joint of the Viking ax?zxft were tested m fatigue under the same loading 
condltlons. The endurances varied from 278,000 to more than 6,OCC,OCO 
cycles. This scatter is unexpectedly large, the more so smnoe only the 
weaker of the two joints XI each specimen was broken. 

Further anvostigation rndlcates that there is a correlation between 
the fatigue endurance snd the ratio of 0.1s proof stress to ultimate 
tensile stress of the material. When due regard is given to the fatigue 
loading actions of a transport aircraft, it seems possible that substantial 
gains in aircraft life might be obtained either by a more ragid selection 
of material under existing specifications or by the msnufaoture of a 
material to a new specification. The purpose of this note is to set down 
thas evidence, to discuss it, and to suggest that further work is needed. 
A simple theory IS given in an Appendix that demonstrates why the plastic 
a 1s Important. 

2 Test Specmens 

The specimens were as shown in Fig.1. The basic extrusions were 
taken from stock used for the manufacture of aircraft outer wing spars. 
Away from the joint, the spar is machined to a Tee section, but the joint 
itself is correctly reproduced. 

The 4" x 2.2" end of the machined extrusion, Spec. D.T.D.364.R, 1s 
machined to a 2-prong parallel fork, which fits into a 3-prong steel fork 
end. connection. The members are joined by two transverse steel bolts. 
The same form of joant is repeated at the other end of the specunen. 

The specimens were anodised all over, including the bore of the 
holes. The steel bolts, wnich were cadmium plated, were a light tap fit 
xn the holes, and were assembled without jointrng oompo~~~d. 

3 Fatapue Test Conditions 

Each speounen was pre-loaded in tension by one application of 53 tons, 
corresponding to the load in the jolnt when the airCraft 1s flying under 
2g normal acceleration. This pre-loading to '2g' is standard procedure at 
R.A.E. an tests of joints of transport sxcraft. 

The fatigue test was made with a loading of 26.5 'r 7.95 tons, 
representing Ig f. 0.075 times the design ultimate load for the 50 ft/sec 
gust case. 

The nett area of cross sectaon at the inner bolt hole was kl6 m2, 
so that the average stresses at thrs section were 28,600 lb/in when pre- 
loaded, and 14,300 + 4,280 lb/in2 xn the fatigue test. 

4 Test Results 

4.1 Fatigue Test Results 

Srxteen specimens failed through the annermost bolt hole. Specimen 
X0.9 was still intact after 6,000,OOO cycles and the test was stopped. 

The endurances are given XII Table 1. 
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4.1.1 Description of Fractured Surfaces 

Photogrcphs of the fractured surfaces of specimens Nos.1 to 6 are 
shain in Figs.6, 7 and 8 

The fatigue cracks started m the bore of the inner bolt hole, scme- 
times at the outer or uner face, but III at least 3 cases from inside the 
bore. 

There are lndloations of frettmg, notably in specimens 3, 4 and 6, 
between the parallel faces of the alloy lugs and the steel fork enas; but 
this fretting IXIS apparently unrelated to the fatlguc failures. 

Evidence of fretting m the bore of the holes IS shown in specimen 
Ko.5, but the ranalnder are relatively clean. All speolmens showed cracking 
on both sxdes of the bore. In Nos.2, 5 and 6 the second lug was ruptured 
with no sign of fatigue, and in li;os.l, 3 and 4 the second lug was mtact. 
The bolts shaved only slight indxatlons of fretting in the bore. No 
photographs were made of these. 

4”2 Static Control Tests 

Statx tensile control tests were made on specimens 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 
15, 16, 17, ma 18. These nine specimens were all that were available, the 
ranalnder having been scrapped. The specimens were made and tested by 
Vxkers-Armstrong Ltd., Weybrldge, who noted in their test report the 
correlation between low proof/ultimate ratlo and long endurance for the 
JOUt. 

Four test pieces were cut from each fatlguc specunen at st‘uldard 
positIons as shown m Flg.2 and were xdentifled as follows:- 

A Longitdlnal core 

B Longltudlnal edge 

C Transverse edge 

D Transverse core 

e.g. control test piece No.B/17 was cut longitudinally from an edge of 
specimen No.17 and so on. 

The ttnsile test results are given in Tables 2A, 2B, 2C and 2D. 
To facilitate analysis, the nine specimens have been arranged in ascendmg 
order of endur;u?ce , and a broken line has been drawn between the su( 
specimens having endurances below 0.5 mllllon cycles and the three specunens 
which lasted for over 2 mIllIon cycles. 

5 Correlation of Results 

In Tables 2A, 2B and 2D the proof/ultimate ratios of the three long- 
life speoimens are well below those of the short-lived specimens; with one 
exceptIon (No.8) this IS also the case in Table 2C. Thus the sqnlfuance 
of the low proof/ultimate ratio I.S btyoncl doubt. 

In Tables ilk and 2B there is also a sqnificant increase of % 
elongation In 'cne specimens with high endurance, but the transverse test 
pieces (see Tables 2C 3nd 2D) show little variation m this respect. 
Values of maxunun stress show no signlfuxnt trend. The tensile results, 
therefore, show up differences UI plastic range rather than differences UI 
ultimate strength. The consutenc;, of the results is best shown graphlcally, 
as m Fq.3, rihore the proof/ultunxte ratios for all four test: pieces Fran 
each specvnen arc plotted against the logarithm of the endurance. The 
faired curves all show the same trend 
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5.1 Statistical Simificance of the Combined Results 

As both the endurances and the proof/ultimate ratios fall into two 
a1stJnct groups, elaborate tests of signlflcance are unnecessary. 

The three specimens having the lowest proof/ultimate ratlo gave mmh 
longer endurance than the remaining SIX, The number of different 
combinations of nine specimens in three 1s 84. Thus the odds against 
fortutoue agreement between the grouping in the fatigue tests and that 
in the static tests are 84 to I. 

6 Disoussion 

For this particular Joint and under the test conditions used, It IS 
clear that the variation in endurance is bound. up with variations m the 
longitudinal tcnsLle plastic range. The materul for the specimens was 
used 'as received , i. e. heat treated m accordance with specification. 
Unfortunately, full details of the heat treatment are not available; but 
the properties of specimens 8, 9, and 10 appear to differ significantly 
from those of the remainder. 

It is shown in the Appendix that a high pre-load mduzees a local 
residual compressive stress at the critzcal sectionprogded the materisl 
has a Rood c&aclty for yields. In the subsequent fatigue 
mean stress zn this critic= legion 1s thereby reduced, as compsrsd with 

: loading, the 

what it would have been had there been no pre-load, while the -&ternatiPg 
stress is unchanged. With this smaller local mean stress, the endurance 
of the Joint is substsntia1l.y increased. 

Cm's work' on notched specimens establishes that a low proof/ 
ultunate ratlo IS desirable from the fatigue aspect even if there is no 
pre-lo& A fortlori it is to be expeoted that, with a 2g pre-load, 
Joints made from material with a low proof/ultimate ratlo should show to 
greater advantage m fatigue than others made from material to the same 
speoiflcatlon but with a higher proof/ultunate ratlo. This expectation IS 
fully conflzmcd by the tests reported m this note. 

The test conditions are derlved from the measurement of loads on 
airoreft 1y1 operations; the cyclic loading is of the same order as that 
cstlmated to give the greatest fatigue damage and a load tquivalent to the 
2g pre-load has been found to occur early u, the life of each alrcrsft so 
that any beneficial effect from such a pre-load2 can be relied upon. It 
is therefore renscrnable to expect that the improvement in endurance shown 
111 these tests is a real lndloatlon of a oorrespondlng longer life in the 
wing Joint cf an aucraft. It also follows that an improvement 1s to be 
expected when there are stress concentrations at places other than wz.ng 
joints. 

Thus there appears to be a prima facie case for the selectlon of 
material with a low proof/ultunate ratlo for use m the tension stiace 
of a wing. At this stage the upper limits that should be quoted for the 
proof/ultunate ratlo are a matter of opuuon. Ftihermore, the limits 
need to be related to the posltlon of the test piece 1n the bar. In accord 
with Tables 2A and 2B It 1s suggested tha t a ratio should not exceed 83$ 
at the core and 87.5; near to the edge of the bar. 

7 Concluding Remarks 

These tests show a correlation beb;reen high endurance and low proof/ 
ultmatc ratio for a particular design of wzng spar JOlnt made from 
extrded alloy to D.T.D.3648, vrhen tested at fixed mean and alternating 
stress after a 2g prc-load. More systematic investigations on other types 
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Of JOilltS &GC. are needed before nny general conclusions can be drawn. 3ut, 
taken in coqunctun with srmilar effects fowd by other workers for notched 
specmens these results indxate that from the fatigue aspect a high proof/ 
ultimate ratio is undesirable, 

& Author Title, etc. 

1 L Gmn Effect of yielding on the fatigue propertxs of 
test pxces containing stress concentrations 
Aeronautloal Quarterly Vol..VI iiO.4 p.277 
November, 1955 

2 R.3. Heywood The mfluence of pre-loadmng on the fatigue life 
of aircraft components and structwes 
C.P. 232 June, 1955 

Attached:- 

Appendix 
Tables 1 - 3 
Figs. I - 8 
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The !mprovement in endurance for a notched bar or a joint from the 
effect of local yielding rnw be explained theoretically as follow:- 

First, consider a test, bar conttiimng a "stress raser" (e.g. ahole 
or a notch) under axial tension. By pLoor;o-elastic or other means, it can 
be shown that the local tensile stress rises to a peak at the boundw of 
the notch. 

If the sl;rain is perfectly elastic, the local peak stress (Fig4.a) 
is equal to K, x f 

where Ke - elastic (or theoretical) stress concentration factor 

f = nominal stress on the oross seccion tizough the notch. 

But if Ke x f exoeeds the 0.1% Proof Stress, when the load is progres- 
sively lnoreased from zero, local p1nsG.o deform&ion ocours as soon as 
the Proof S?ress f is 1oc~Lly exceeded. Thus, at the full nominal 
stress f, the a-1 loal 3 stress at the notohis less than K, X f, as 
shown in Fjg.&b. 

If the load is completely remomd, a compressive residual stress 
will occur at this orii;ical region ov,&ng to elastic beknvlour on relaxation 
of stress. When a cyclic load is applied over R mean tensile load, the 
effect of this residual compressive areas is to reduoe the looLi meen 
stress, resulting in enhanoed fatigue life. 

Next, consider a 24101% parallel-sided joint such x the Viking 
vain& spar joinr;. irs in&oared in Fig.5, assuming that the end load LS 
shared equally by the two bolts, the nominal stress on r;hc cross section 
throxh bolt hole B wilibe V&cc that on the section through bolt hole B 
(the two cross sections being equal). The stress &strlbutions till be 
somewhat as shown by the curves 1 and 2. LL K, value of about 3.5 exists 
zt the bound,uy of hole A. If the O.l$ Proof Stress be denoted by fp, 

yielding will begin at the boundary of hole A &en the nominal swess 

reaohes Lf 3.5 P' Tnking f 
P 

as 28 tons/in2 , yielding will commence when 

the nonwwl stress is 28 tons/in*, 
3.5 

i.e. about 8 tons/in'which LS about 

1.2.5g for titis joint. The broken curve shows how the stress would very 
noross the section if completely elastic behaviour were assumed, and the 
full curve In&c&es the effect of plwzio deformo.tion. The ohain-dotted 
Curve shows the tintmbutwn of residual stress, zndioating compressive 
stress nea the boundCay of the hole. On npplicacion of n fresh tensile 
104, the mew stress 1oooUy is greatly reduced because of the compressive 
reslduol stress. The shaded area indicates 'Ghe small volume of matemdl 
subjected to plastio strain dur-Ln& the znizial. loading. 

The lower the Proof Stress, the grer.cer is the plastic strtin and 
also the residual compressive stress. A rough estlmnte based on an 
appropriate stress arain curve lndj.oates that a normnjl pre-stress of 
12.8 tons/in2 corresponding to a 2g land could produce a residual load 
ccmpression swess of about the same Nnount, Whe&er or not the fatigue 
cycle alone: mithout the 2g pre-load, can give endurances responsive to 
plasr;ic yielding depends on the stress r,ange and on the value of K,. 
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Fatigue Tesr; Results 

- 

Spocmen 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

* 8 

* 9 

* 10 

11 

12 

* 13 

* j4 

* 15 

* 16 

* 17 

* 18 

Cycles to 
IOf 

ailure 

O.Gl.&.6 

0.5851 

1.1156 

0.4234 

0.6719 

3.3608 

0.2944. 

2 s497 

6.1399 unbroken 

2.9028 

0.4025 

nat tested 

0.3061 

0.2979 

0.3372 

O.r,508 

0.2782 

0.3382 

* Static control tests ma&e 
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TABLE 2A 

Lmgi'r;udindL Core Test Pieces 

Specimen 
No. 

A/17 

14 

23 

15 

18 

16 
"c-m-- 

8 

IO 

9 

r 

Cycles tog 
falur.5 10 

0.1g P.S. 
T/in2 

Sy; Elongation 
3 P T/in 

Stress Ratio 
% 

0.2782 zs.03 31.89 10.7 87.9 

0.2979 28.36 31.85 10.7 89.0 

0.3061 28.08 31.56 10.3 89.1 

0.3372 27.06 31.64 10.3 85.4 

0.3382 27.77 31.35 10.3 88.5 

0.4508 27.46 31.47 11.1 87.3 
-em--- -__-_----_-----_-------- 

2.5497 

2.9028 

6.1399 
(unbroken) 

- 

25.89 31.59 12.8 82.0 

26.50 31.84. 12.8 83.2 

25.64 31.78 13.1 80.8 

TABLE 28 

Longitudinal. Edge Test Pieces 

T/in2 
stresg Elongation 

Proof fax. 
Specimen 0.1% P.S. Max- 

4s 
Stress Ratlo 

No . T/in P 

WI7 30.04 , 33.06 10.3 

14 Scrapped in manufacture 
PI.0 
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Trmsverse Edge Test Piece 

f -I- 
Max. 

Stres= 
T/in' 

Proof/Max. 
Stress Ratio 

d /o 

Speoimen O.l$ P.S. ELo ation 
No. T/id 7 

c/17 aG.& 6.0 

'14* 27.53 5.0 

13 25.20 7.7 

15 25.11 6.0 

18 25.23 6.4 

16 25.~6 6.8 
--I-----_-__- -m-v- 

8 a..67 6.8 

IO 23.75 6.0 

9 22.32 6.4 

* Inaccunte proof datornination gave falsv 
proof/meximum value 

28.75 

29.36 

28.89 

29.02 

29.56 

29.76 
-_-- 

28.80 

27.10 

28.34 

86.4 

93.0* 

87.3 

86.4 

85.4 

Gq.5 
--_--- 

85.7 
81.7 

78.8 

mBm a, 

Transverse Core Test Pieces 

4.3 

5.0 

3.9 

6.0 

6.8 
6.0 

87.3 

85.0 

90.7* 

85.7 

86.1, 

83.9 
w---m__ 

79.0 

80.0 

78.3 

* Inaccurate pmc~f stress determinai;ion gave false 
proof/nmxmwm value 
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FIG. 3. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN !ii::’ :+E::% 
AND THE FATIGUE LIFE OF VIKING OUTER 

FATIGUE SPECIMENS . 
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FIG. 4. (a- d) EFFECT OF YIELDING ON CRITICAL 

STRESS UNDER CYCLIC LOADING. 
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